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ball transitions consecutive passes per point on transition, quickly switch the ball touches

Neutral - read positions of team in possession to PROGRESSION Defenders - attempt to corner an attacker on the PROGRESSION
find supporting spaces, move through grids as Limit neutral touch count, adjust ball, look for poor first touch or telegraphed pass, In 2v2, limit number of passes and/or

ball should be using feints/moves to off-balance in and out of the middle, look to pass ball around Count 10 passes = 1 pt
defender and create/exploit space rather than through opponents

grid, join their teammates, 2 of
COACHING POINTS for 10 consecutive passes COACHING POINTS the former attackers also join as

Attackers - player on the Attackers - look to form rondo shape - try to move defenders

EXPLANATION

3 x 8x8 yds (age 
appropriate)

Game is organized into 3 grids

15x15 yds

Field is divided into 3 grids - game
with players 1v1 in each grid - neutral starts 5v2 in one grid - if the 2 win

can float between grids, 1v1 must the ball, they switch to the other
stay in original grid - teams score 1 pt

ACTIVITY 3 3v3+1 3 grids ACTIVITY 4 5v2 side by side, the river
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

should challenge all the way to the goal

recovers the ball, try to quickly get behind opponent, PROGRESSION Defender must continually pressure and defend PROGRESSION
take advantage of confusion - player in defender role Impose time/touch limit to score all goals Keep score of points

at most one move/feint to hold defender, body or the ball, he goes to the opposite goal quickly, on transition pressure and attempt to
shoulder between ball and opponent - if defender recover

COACHING POINTS goal is scored when attacker dribbles COACHING POINTS players switch roles, new attacker
Attacker should get to goal quick as possible - use through cone goal - if defender wins Attacker - use moves/feints to hold defender and may score on any other goal

10 yds

Pairs of players are lined up on

Age appropriate

Field is organized into a group of
opposite sides of a cone goal cone goals (gates) - players are paired

on the endline - game starts when off 1v1 - player on the ball may score
attacker dribbles into the grid - by dribbling thru any gate - on a point,

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 1v1 from end line ACTIVITY 2 1v1 7 gates

TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION

90 mins

SESSION TIME
5v2 side by side, the river

7v7/9v9 Week of Mar 2 2020
Scrimmage

1v1 7 gates
3v3+1 TEAM DATE

TIME DESCRIPTION EMPHASIS/THEME
0:00-0:15 Individual touch warmup, dribbling, juggling, agility

Manage oneself - eyes + ideas, figure it out + fake them out, do it + 
did it work

1v1 from end line

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL


